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Q1) Defines :-

a.) Fracture b) Matter c) Sling d) Condensation

Q2) Tick the correct answer :-

a. We should use _________ to cross the road .

1. vehicle ( ) 2. zebra crossing ( ) 3. footpath ( )

b. On heating , a solid _________ .

1. expand ( ) 2. contract ( ) 3. freezes ( )

c. The molecules of a matter are closely packed . The state of matter is _________.

1. Solid ( ) 2. Liquid ( ) 3. gas ( )

d . When a leg is fractured, we should tie a ________ around the fractured leg .

1. spling ( ) 2. bandage ( ) 3. splint ( )

Q3) Fill in the blanks :-

a. In chemical burn , wash the affected area with ____________.

b. ___________ bite can cause rabies .

c. Anything that has mass and occupies space is called _____________.

d. When we heat water , it changes into ______________.



Q4) State whether following statements are true or false :-

a. We should use ice packs to reduce swelling caused due to sprain. _________

b. When a substance is cooled, the movement of molecules slows down . _________

c. Liquids neither have a definite shape nor a fixed volume . _________

d. The process of changing gas into liquid on cooling is called condensation. ________

Q4) Give reason :-

a. Why is it dangerous to play on the road side ?

b. When your mother cooks food , you smell the food across the house . Why ?

c. What should you do when a person's clothes catch fire ?

Q5) Very short question answer:-

a. Name two solid substances .

b. Name the injection given by doctors to treat snakebite .

c. Name the states of matter on the basis of arrangement of molecules .

d. Name a special device which is used to put out small fires .

Q6) Short question answer :-

a. List three safety measures for preventing fire .

b. Write two properties of gases

c. What is first aid ?

d. What do you understand by the term 'Freezing '?

Q7) Long question answer :-

a.. What happens to the particles of water when heated ?

b. What first aid would you provide in case of severe burn ?



c . Differentiate between Solids and Liquids .( 3 points each )

Q8) Draw neat and well labelled diagram of :-

a. Any four road signs b . Arrangement of molecules in different states of matter


